
PIR INSTRUCTION
 
I.	 This product must be connected toa 120V,60HZ power use 120V 60W bulb. 

2.	 The fixture should be avoided installing in places where the temperature is abovc 32°C. 

3.	 Mount the product on wall above 6 feet high, the direction of the probe should be kept tangent to the 

direction people move (as the picture A), avoiding encountering to that people move (as the picture B). 
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4.	 Adjust the knob" SENS " fully clockwise (Sensitivity is highest); 

Adjust the knob" LIGHT" fully counter-clockwise (Sensibility on light is strongest); 

Adjust the knob "TIMER" fully counter-clockwise (Time is least). 

5.	 Turn power on and the bulb light immediately.After 40 seconds, the bulb will be flash back to half 

light three times, then the PIR will into the auto function. 

6.	 When motion is detected within 25 feet (within 40 feet,2S·C) before the PIR, the bulb will light 

immediately and offin 5 seconds. 
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7. Turn the knob I § f "SENS" turn the knob to adjust sensitive distance for need; 

:SENS: 

I . 
Turn the knob I § I "LIGHT"turn the knob to adjust day Hght customer desire 

: LIGHT: environment condition to activate the sensor.(when turn 

the Knob 'light' fully clockwise,sensibility on light is poorest 

and the bulb is on at night only). 

Turn the knob	 I ~ I "TIMER "turn the knob to adjust time for need.(when the knob "TlMER"I	 § I 

:TIMER:	 is turned fully counter-clockwise,the time for the bulb being 
on is least about 4 sec±2sec. when turn the knob clockwise to 
the middle,the time for the bulb being on is about 6 min i:2min.) 

When turn the knob fully clockwise,the time for the bulb being 

on is longest about 12 min ± 3min. 

N'otice:when the unit is only at the AUTO mode,You can test&adjust. 

~L Long-Light Function: Turn the switch off and on twice within 3 seconds, the bulb will enter 

manual function after the bulb flash three times, which will light all the time for 8 hours ±30min then 

tum off automatically to go into the AUTO mode; From the manual mode. tl.lrn the switch ofT and on 

twice within 3 seconds. the bulb will return to the AUTO mode. 


